A077 - BOR- & PHOSPHORDOSIERUNG SOLARMODULE
APPLICATION NOTE A077-EN04

BORON AND PHOSPHOR DOSING FOR SOLAR PANELS
Tempress manufactures production equipment for
the semiconductor and the solar markets. Both
markets rely on semiconducting materials.
However, the manufacturing conditions for
integrated circuits (computer chips) and solar
panels are somewhat diﬀerent, as the in uence of
dust particles is less detrimental to solar cells than
to chips.
Tempress is mainly involved in diﬀusion doping and
anti-re ection coating technology. In the diﬀusion
doping step, by means of chemical vapour deposition,
silicon is doped with boron and phosphor in order to
improve the electrical conductivity properties of
silicon. Bronkhorst realised a subsystem to the
Tempress diﬀusion doping machine, generating boron
and phosphor containing (oxy)halide precursor
vapour ows, making use of a bubbler to convert the
liquid precursors into vapour, to supply to the silicon
wafers inside the reactor of the Tempress machine.

Application requirements
The main aim is to realise a subsystem to accurately dose boron and
phosphor precursors to the silicon wafers. This subsystem needs to be
compact in order to reduce the size of the machine, and needs to be ‘plug
& play’ for convenience. In addition to these ‘hard’ requirements, a ‘soft’
requirement is that only one contact point - who speaks Tempress’
language - should take responsibility for the entire subsystem
development.

Important topics
Accuracy of vapour dosing
Compact plug & play subsystem
Full responsibility of subsystem development

Process solution
The vapour generating subsystem delivered by Bronkhorst, has the size
of an average desktop computer housing. Three of these new compact
subsystems occupy the same volume as one conventional vapour/gas
dosing system. This subsystem is controlled by the main PLC of the
Tempress machine. This main PLC also controls the recipe, i.e. the amount
of precursors to be supplied.
The liquid-to-vapour converting bubbler technology is based on
Bronkhorst's Controlled Evaporation and Mixing (CEM) technology. Some
years ago, Bronkhorst realised an evaporator solution based on their CEM
technology. This CEM supplied water vapour to the reactor, resulting in a
higher eﬃciency of the solar panels.
Solution

An improvement of the bubbler in comparison to the CEM is the
container which is made of glass with a protective polymer coating, and
which is chemically resistant to the used precursors. This container is in
fact a cartridge that can be exchanged by the user of the Tempress
equipment when it's empty. With respect to the approach to realise this
solution, rst an alpha unit was developed to demonstrate the proof of
principle.
This unit was tested at a major Dutch research institute, and the test
results served as input for further development leading to beta units,
which already resembled 80-90% of the production units. And of these
production units - ne-tuned beta units - the rst orders are now being
processed. Bronkhorst took responsibility in delivering the 'plug & play
subsystem' fully tested, which means that Tempress could concentrate on
their own core business. This solution has been exclusively developed for
Tempress. As Bronkhorst makes customer-speci c solutions, the
con dentiality is guaranteed. Only authorized people have access to
relevant documentation. As Tempress is a front-runner in the solar market,
spending a lot of eﬀort in R&D, they would like to keep their
technological advantage.

Recommended Products

VDM EVAPORATOR SW-100
Max. 30 g/h Flüssigkeit;
Max. 4 ln/min Gas
Druckstufe 10 bar
Sehr stabiler Dampf-Durch uss
Vorgetestet, sicher und bereit zum Einsatz
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